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ABSTRACT rigorous evaluation, the technology source was detennined to be
the U.S. General Physics International, INC. A task force was

Recognizing the demand and potential market of simulators in set up for this project with 21 members drafted from three
various industries, a special projet for real time simulation domestic organizations.
technology transfer was initiated in Taiwan in 1991. In this
technology transfer program, the most advanced real-time In this technology transfer program, the most advanced real-
dynamic modules for nuclear power simulation were introduced. time dynamic modules for nuclear power simulation were
Those modules can be divided into two categories; one is introduced I Those modules can generally be divided into two
modeling related to catch dynamic response of each system, and categories- one is modeling related to catch dynamic responses of
the other is computer related to provide special real time each system, and the other is computer related provide special
computing environment and man-machine interface. The modeling real time computation environment and associated man-machine
related modules consist of the thermodynamic module, the three- interface. The modeling related modules consist of a real-time
dimensional core neutronics module and the advanced balance of thermal-hydraulic module(THEATRe), a three-dimensional core
plant module. neutronics module(CONcERT) and a set of advanced balance-of-

plant modules(BOP). As for the computer related, it mainly
As planned in the projet, the technology transfer team should consists of a module to control the real-time

build a compact simulator for the Masnshan power plant before envirorunent(READS) a module to facilitate man-machine
the end of the projet to demonstrate the success of the technology interface(IES) and a mdule to help engineers automatically
transfer program. Te compact simulator was designed to generate required FORTRAN program(MAGIC). The
support the training from the regular full scope simulator which relationships between modules are illustrated in Figure 1 As
was already equipped in the Maanshan plant. The feature of this planned in the project, the technology transfer team should build a
compact simulator focused on providing know-why training by compact simulator for the Maanshan nuclear power plant before
the enhanced graphic display. The potential users were identified the end of the project to demonstrate the success of the technology
as senior operators, instructors and nuclear engineers. Total about transfer. The design of this compact simulators focused on
13 important systems were covered in the scope of the compact providing comprehensive dynamic information for know-why
simulator, and multi-graphic displays from three color monitors training by the enhanced grapic display. As a technology vehicle,
mou nted on the IO feet compact pannel were facilated to help the all import simulation skills and softwares from the source
user visualize detailed phenomena under scenarios of interest. company were involved in building this compact simulator.

INTRODUCTION INVOLVED REAL-TIME SIMULATION TECHNIQUES

Real-time simulation technique is a special modem skill hich Generally speaking, two kinds of techniques were transfered
can be used to simulate and analyze systems of interest for from U.S. General physics International(GPI); one is modeling
particular purpose. Simuators can facilitate associate users to related to catch dynamic response of each system, and the other is
grasp the features of involved systems and therefore the target computer related to provide special real time computation
system can be manipulated or even designed in a better manner. environment and man-machine interface. The modeling related
Recognizing the demand and potential market of simulators in modules consist of an advanced thermodynamic module, a three-
various industries, a project for real time simulation technology dimensional core neutronics module and the advanced balance-of-
transfer was initated in Taiwan in 1991. This project was plant modules. In this paper, modeling related modules will be
scheduled for two years and started from July 1991. After the focus to address.
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Thermal Hydraulic Engineering Analysis Tool in Real two-phase heat exchangers, full rang steam table(generated from
Time (THEATRe) the 1984 NBS/NRC steam table program) and subroutines for
GPI developed the TEATRe code to simulate a wide range control and logic. The two-phase tank model was developed to

application of both PWRs and BWRs, which includes the reactor deal with non-homogeneous and non-equilibrium situation. This is
coolant system, pressurizer, steam generators, recirculation loops done by defining two control volumes; one for the gas phase and
and reactor core. The models are based upon first principles one for the liquid phase. Mass and energy transfers between two

similar to the RELAP5/MOD33 with one major exception, which control volumes are accomplished by condensation and/or
is the adoption of the mixture momentum conservation plus the flashing flow. Each phase can be saturated, superheated or

drift flux model to smulate phase slip phenomenal The subcooled. The heat exchanger model including a metal
important features of THEATRe include: complete thermal temperature calculation, provides condensationJvaporization at
nonequilibrium between liquid and gas, unequal phasic velocity the shell side and covers low/no flow conditions. The two-phase
including flow in opposite direction, nodal momentum approach tank model can be used to calculate the shell side temperature for
in flow and pressure calculations, and the two-step solution the heat exchanger model.
method plus semi-implicit numerical scheme.

The G-Flow package is designed for a single-phase flow and
The fundannental governing equations adopted in TH EATRe pressure networking system. It is typically used for the

include two continuities, two energy conservations for each phase, condensate and feedwater, cooling water, safety injection and
and one mixture momentum equation along with a drift flux other systems involving incompressible working fluid. The G-
model. The continuity and energy equations can be used to solve flow can automatically generate simulation program source codes,
four independent variables of each node. Nodal independent database variable and flow/pressure network diagram. Te
variables are nodal pressure, void fraction, liquid and vapor multinode containment model is built based upon first principles
internal energies. To complete the calculation of local phasic of physics. This model can be applied to different types of
velocities, the mixture momentum equation together with a drift containments which include PWR dry containment, annular
flux orrelation were used. To close governing equations, containment and pressure suppression containments. Mass and
additional relationships are required to provide closure energy balance of water, steam and non-condensibles are
relationships. Constitutive correlations are used to compute accurately modeled to simulate various transient thermodynamic
interfacial heat/mass transfer, wall heat transfer, wall energy effects.
dissipation and wall friction. Drift flux correlations (mainly from

Ishii5) are used to calculate phasic velocities. Furthermore, state DESIGN FEATURES OF THE MAANSHAN COMPACT
equnations and steam table are used to compute dependent SIMULATOR
thermodynamic variables.

As mentioned previously, the Mannshan compact
Core Neutronics Engineering in Real Time (CONcERT) simulator(MCS) was designated as a vehicle for technology

The advanced CONcERT code analyzes light water reactor transfer. It contained the information for simulator software and
core neutronics in detailed three dimension in real-time. The hardware design, development schedule, simulator perfon-nance,
advancement comes from more rigorous modeling Nvith ore testing and documentation. With enhanced graphic display from
spatial detail using advanced numerical techniques. The three 19" color monitor mounted on the panel, the design
neutronics solution is based on solving the time-dependent tv;o- objectives of the MCS were to improve the operator's and

group neutron diffusion equations.6 With reasonable accuracy, engineer's knowledge of basic principles of major technical
the real-time calculation can be achived by using space-time diciplines, particulary focused upon accident phenomena and
factorization and a modified coarse mesh finite difference plant operation procedure study. Without the identity to the
approximation. In the factorization approach, to minimize the panels in the control room, the potential users of the MCS were
required calculation time the neutron shape fnction will be limited as senior operators, instructors and nuclear 'engineers.
calculated in a frequency which is slower than that of the neutron Hopefully, with the assistance of compact simulator the operator
amplitude function calculation. Generally, reactivity and neutron will be more confidently prepared to deal with any incidents in a
arnplitide is calculated several times per second as te same way that minimizes consequences and to protect public health and
frequency as the updating of the fiiel and moderator properties. safety. Besides, it also have te flexibility and reusability of the

panel instruments and simulation software models, to modify the
CONcERT is able to calculate a Aride variety of reactivity scope of the simulator with or without the physical plant specific

transients. This includes those initiated by (1) thennal-hydraulic panels.
transients in the NSSS 2 local control rod movements, 3)
soluble boron charges, and 4) xenon transients. Hence, te code Similar as other simulators, the control panel of the MCS
can be used to simulate startup and normal operation, anticipated was equipped with lights, meters annunciatiors and switchs to
operational occurrences and design-basis accidents. monitor and communicate with simulation load. The following

panel instruments will be provided and installed on the control
Advanced Balance-of-Plant Modules (BOP) panel of the MCS: (1) fifty meters for parameter displays, 2) one
The fundamental BOP software package includes subroutines, hundred control modules to access important equipments of the

G-Flow and Containment model. The subroutines consist of single plant, 3) sixty annunciators to alarm particular conditions being
and two-phase tanks (equilibrium and nonequilibrium), single and reached, and 4) three 19" CRT installed on the vertical portion of
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the control panel along ith the meters. The picture of the MCS is plant,
shown in Figure 2 With the enhanced graphic displays, the (3) it can help users to grasp features of important nclear events
simulated systesm can be much more transparent to the operators. and to study measures of plant operation procedures, and
Detailed picture of individual systems can be brought up at the (4) utilizing the feature of Mosaic type panel, one can easily re-
same time on the multiple screens to receive more infon-nation. arrange the panel layout for particular simulation of interest, such
For instance, one can bring up the pictures of the nuclear steam as mid-loop operation which mainly involves NSSS and RHR.
supply system(NSSS) and reactor core. 

Althogh the simulation technique from GPI is one of the
In the picture of the NSSS, as shown in Figure 3 all most advanced, several important skills still have the room to be

important plant parameters were dynamically displayed. Other further improved, which involve:
than the dynarnic display of parameters, the color of the NSSS (1) owing to the constant time step limitation in real-time
also can dynamically change to reflect the current situation. For calculation, the explicitly coupling parameter between hydraulic
instance, when the energy being accumulated inside the reactor volume and heat transfer slabs had better be wall temperatures
coolant system(RCS), the color of the RCS Nvill become redder instead of wall heat flux to avoid the potential violation of the
to reflect the temperature ascendance. Besides, te color of blue material Courant limit under drastic conditions,
series also can be cosen to reflect the change and distribution of (2) since the node size generally is larger in the real-time thermal
the water inventory. In the picture of the reactor core, the radial hydraulic calculation, the junction properties originally
and axial power distribution of each fuel bundle can be observed determined by the donor cell scheme had better be further
through the graphic color display. One also can monitor control modified,
rod position in each fuel bunddle. Moreover, the dynamic change (3) because of the importance of the main steam calculation, it is
of reactivity and Xe worth also can be monitored on this picture. worthy to use nodal momentum approach to develop standard
In addition to the dynamic display of parameters, trendings of main steam module, and
each important parameters also can be observed through other (4) considering the neutronics calculation, currently the thermal
pictures, as shown in Figure 4 One can totally trend 40 neutron flux at node boundany is assumed to be zero. To improve
parameters at one time, and the scale of each one can be on-line the flexibility, it is worthy to take into account the thermal
assigned as proper. Moreover, system signal diagnosis can be neutron diffusion between nodes.
easily perfon-ned. For example, under a scenario of interest once
reactor protection or safety actuation system was activated, the REFERENCE
root cause or signal can be easily identified in -the associated
pictures. L "Technical Handbook", GPI-THB-3430-1.1, General hysics

International, Columbia, Maryland(1992).
To interactively communicate with the simulation load, one

can access important components through the switchs on t 2. "Functional Design Specification for the Maanshan
panel. However, oing to the limited number of switches(100), Comapct Simulator", Institute for Information Industry, Taipei,
it is necessary to make use of the graphic pictures of individual Taiwan(1992).
system to access other components which can not be controlled
throgh the panel switchs. Actually, in design one can 3. K.E. CALSON, et al, 'RELAP5/MOD3 Code Manual,"
communicate with the simulation load solely through pictures on NUREGICR-5535(1990).
the screens while bypass the whole control panel.

4. H. LEIN, et al, "Theory Manual for Thermal Hydraulic
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS Engineering Analysis Tool in Real-Time," GPI-TH-THEM-1.0,

General Physics International, Columbia, Maryland(1993).
Throught the period of two year, which encompressed the

intensive traning courses(half year) and the following on job 5. M. ISHII, "One-Dimensional Drift-Flux Model and
practice in developing the MCS(on.e and half years), real time Constitute Equations for Relative Motion between Phases in
simulation technique has been successfully transfered into Various Two-Phase Flow Regime," ANL-77-47(1977).
Taiwan. After thorough study and practice, GPI's master
prouducts and associated simulation techniques were highly 6. heory Manual for Core Neutronics Engineering in Real
appreciated by all the team members. With the advanced T�ne� " GPI-TM-3425 General Physics International, Columbia,
simulation techniques, local acation, maintance and Maryland(I 99 1).�
modification of different kind of simulator are achievable

Considering the features of the MCS, followoing statements
can be concluded 
(1) with the user-friendly operation procedure, stand-alone
operation of this simulator by one experienced user is
achieveable,
2) with the modem graphic man-machine interface technique, it
can provide complete dynamic information of the nuclear power
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Figure 1. Relationship between Simulation Modules

Figure 2. Picture of the Maanshan Compact Simulator
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Figure 3 Display Diagram of the NSSS
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Figure 4 Display Diagram of Parameter Trendings
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